Thursday, May 26, 2005
Beginning at 10:30 AM CST
410 Embry Drive
Leitchfield, KY 42754 USA

THE ROBERT BOSCH TOOL CORPORATION
World Famous State-of-the-Art Saw Blade Manufacturer - Assets No Longer Required in Continuing Operations

Electrostatic Paint Lines
Straight Side Double and Single Crank Presses
OBI Press
Press Accessories
Levelers
Blade Washers
Hydraulic Surface Grinders
Die Manipulator
Vertical Mills
Engine Lathes
Radial Drill
Vertical and Horizontal Band Saws
Drill Presses
Grinders
H-Frame Hydraulic Presses
Finger Brake
Pipe Threading Equipment
Welding Equipment
Grit Blast & Polish Equipment
Clean Off Furnace
Draw Ovens
Box Ovens
Reclamation System
Packaging
Overhead Cranes/Hoists
Air Compressors/Dryers/Air Handlers
Dust Collectors
Rolling Stock
Miscellaneous & Much More!
ELECTROSTATIC PAINT LINES

1996 ELECTROSTATIC PAINT LINE 1
Jordan Composites Stainless Steel 3-Stage Wash System, 32” x 66” Openings, Laars Mighty Therm, 390” Overall Length x 48” Width; PED Contra Flow Electric Dry Off Oven, S/N 0960305, 8-Sided Openings: 11” Top & Bottom Width, 16” Top & Bottom Diagonals, 24” Side Walls, 122” Overall Length, 40” Overall Width; Ransburg Electrostatic Spray Booth, S/N 3000, 96” Wide x 92” Deep, Exhaust System, AROS00110-C Spray Gun; MDL. 7 x 18 x 7 Flash Tunnel; S/N 4591-1200, 17.5” x 50” Openings; MDL. 2411 x 7 x 810 Infrared Curing Oven, S/N 4591-1200, 17.5” x 50” Openings; Approx. 1,000’ Rapid Industries Auto Conveyor, S/N 0927896, Rapid lube, Ransburg High Voltage Control, Fire Detection System, Ransburg Pulse Track Speed Monitor & Control, Eagle Switch

ELECTROSTATIC PAINT LINE 2
L-Shaped 3-Stage Wash System, 18” x 36” Openings, 54” Width, 19.5’ and 24’ Outside Lengths, 14.75’ and 19’ Inside Lengths; Gas Fired Dry Off Oven, (2) 18” x 36” Openings, 199” Overall Length x 68” Overall Width, Electrostatic Spray Booth, S/N N/A, 96” Wide x 92” Deep, Exhaust System, AROS00110-C Spray Gun; L-Shaped Infrared Flash Curing Oven, 18” x 36” Openings, 85” Width, 15’8” and 31.5’ Outside Lengths, 7’8” and 24.5” Inside Lengths. Approx 1,000’ Automatic Conveyor Systems

About BIDITUP AUCTIONS & APPRAISALS WORLDWIDE
BIDITUP is a global leader in asset conversion and provides auction, real estate, and appraisal services to a comprehensive array of markets. Services feature onsite auctions, live BidCast webcast auctions in real time, and online auctions. BIDITUP sells individual or aggregated assets across the globe, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. BIDITUP is headquartered in Los Angeles, California, and has over 20 years of experience. Whether selling an individual asset, inquiring as to the value of business assets, or liquidating an entire operation, BIDITUP prides itself on matching buyers and sellers to maximize value. More information can be found online at www.BIDITUP.com or at (818) 508-7034.

TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION OR APPRAISAL, CALL 818.508.7034
STRAIGHT SIDE DOUBLE CRANK PRESS
1988-400-Ton Bliss Straight Side Double Crank Press, MDL. SC2-400, 96” x 48” T-Slotted Bed and Ram, 8” Stroke, 31.5” Shut Height, 10’ Side Adjustment, Variable Speed 0-100 SPM, Weldotron Safe-Lite Light Curtains, Trend Series 4 Load Guard, Console Control, S/N H-70447

STRAIGHT SIDE SINGLE CRANK PRESS
200 Ton Bliss Straight Side Single Crank Press, MDL. S1-200-33-39, 33” L-R x 39” F-B T-Slotted Bed and Ram, 7” Stroke, 21” Shut Height, 10’ Side Adjustment, 30 SPM, 30” x 58” Ball Bearing Roll Off Table, S/N H33958

OBI PRESS

PRESS ACCESSORIES
1987 Bruderer 21-Roll Power Leveler, MDL. 50600T, 25” Capacity, Feed System, S/N 60025
1990 Coe Power Straightener/Air Feed System, MDL. CF500, 18” Capacity, 18 Gauge, Dynapor Control, S/N 2389-1
Special & Automatics Straightener, 12” Capacity
1990 10,000 LB x 42” American Steel Line Motorized Coil Reel, MDL. 1000, S/N 87121189
1991 8,000 LB Dallas Motorized Coil Reel, MDL. DPR 818, 18”W1, 60”OD, 16”-20”ID, S/N 17593
1987 Bruderer 25” Capacity Servo Feed
Hytrol 24” Motorized Scrap Conveyor, MDL. TW, S/N 302654

LEVELERS
1996 Hammerle Leveler, MDL. TRM30/450, 18” Capacity, Push Button Control Module, S/N K530.300
1987 Bruderer 21-Roll Power Leveler, MDL. 50600T, 25” Capacity, Feed System, S/N 60025
Herr-Voss Leveler, MDL. 20-1.750-17-2-RH, 16” Capacity, .135” Max Gauge, .024” Min Gauge, 100 FPM, 40K Yield, Push Button Control, Counter, S/N 23047

BLADE WASHERS
Bilco Eight Brush Conveyorized Blade Washer, MDL. Series 150, 24” Capacity, Rebuilt 1999, 12” In Feed Conveyor with Production Counter, Custom Eight Station Rotary Blade Collection Table, Spare Rollers, Push Button Control, S/N 91239
Bilco Eight Brush Conveyorized Blade Washer, MDL. Series 150, 24” Capacity, Rebuilt 1999, 12” In Feed Conveyor with Production Counter, Custom Three Station Rotary Blade Collection Table, Spare Rollers, Push Button Control, S/N 88208
Bilco Eight Brush Conveyorized Blade Washer, MDL. Series 150, 24” Capacity, Push Button Control
Cleanomat Conveyorized Blade Washer, 18” Capacity, 8-Station Rotary Parts Collector
Cleanomat Conveyorized Blade Washer, 18” Capacity, 6-Station Rotary Parts Collector
Cleanomat Blade Washer, 24” Capacity

HYDRAULIC SURFACE GRINDERS
Nippei-Thompson Hydraulic Surface Grinder, 19.5” x 47.5” Magnetic Chuck, 20” Grinding Wheel Capacity, OS Walker Chuck Control, S/N 4C-68089-N
Okamoto Hydraulic Surface Grinder, MDL. PSG-84, 16” x 32” Kanetsu Magnetic Chuck, 12” Grinding Wheel Capacity, Chucktron 13955F01 Chuck Control, Balancing Attachment, S/N 8487
Clauing Hydraulic Surface Grinder, MDL. 4020, 10” x 15” Walker OS Magnetic Chuck W/Microprecessor, 12” Grinding Wheel Capacity, S/N 1H95934
Chevalier Hydraulic Surface Grinder, MDL. FSG-2A618, 6” x 18” Walker Magnetic Chuck, 8” Grinding Wheel Capacity, Neutrofier II Chuck Control
1994 Akemat Knebel GmbH & Co Adjustable Hydraulic Surface Grinder, MDL. F3, (2) 4” Adjustable Grind Wheels, AKE Terminal Controller, S/N 1963
HYDRAULIC SURFACE GRINDERS, DIE MANIPULATOR, VERTICAL MILLS, ENGINE LATHES, RADIAL DRILL, VERTICAL BAND SAWS, HORIZONTAL BANDSAW, DRILL PRESSES, GRINDERS, H-FRAME HYDRAULIC PRESSES, FINGER BRAKE, PIPE THREADING EQUIPMENT

1996 Hammerle Leveler

1996 Hem-Ioss Leveler

1994 AKE Knebel GmbH & Co Grinder


1999 Bico Eight Brush Conveyorized Blade Washer

2 Available

Cleanomat Conveyorized Blade Washer

2 Available

H-FRAME HYDRAULIC PRESSES

15-Ton Jet H-Frame Hydraulic Press, MDL. HP15, S/N 4951

Nippei-Thompson Hydraulic Surface Grinder

Okamoto Hydraulic Surface Grinder

Chevalier Hydraulic Surface Grinder

Dake H-Frame Hydraulic Press, MDL. S-150A, S/N 148305

15-Ton Jet H-Frame Hydraulic Press, MDL. HP15, S/N 4951

PIECE THREADING EQUIPMENT

Rigid Pipe Threader, MDL. 300, Foot Control

Rigid Portable Pipe Threader, MDL. Jam Poot

Rigid Quick Change

Rigid Dies & Handles

Assorted Rigid Pipe Threading Tools & Chucks

TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION OR APPRAISAL, CALL 818.508.7034
WELDING EQUIPMENT

Lincoln IdealArc Welding Power Supply, MDL. DC-250, Lincoln LN-7 Wire Feed, S/N 623959

Lincoln IdealArc Welding Power Supply, MDL. DC-250, S/N 259650

Linuwelder Welding Power Supply, MDL. DC-250, S/N 588207

(8) Acetylene Torches

GRIT BLAST & POLISH EQUIPMENT

(2) 1998 Custom Grit Blast & Dual Polishing Machine, (2) 8” Magnetic Chuck, (2) 8” Polishing Wheel, 3-Staion Rotary Pick and Place System, Cyclone Hoppers, PSV2 Electrical Panels, S/N 1787, N/A

(3) Custom Grit Blast System, 32” Wide x 24” High x 24” Deep Blast Cabinet, Pick and Place System, (2) W/CTC Control, (1) W/MMI 240 Control, Cyclone Hopper

(2) Fully Automated Custom Rotary Polish System, (2) 3 HP 8” Polishing Wheel Stations, 8-Station Pick and Place System W/Collection Table, Dust Collection System, Push Button Control

Custom 6-Staion Rotary Pick and Place System, (2) 3-Station Rotary Tables, Dorner 2100 Series 12” Motorized Feed Conveyor, (2) Turn-Act B2931C-GR12 Pneumatic Pick and Place Arms, Push Button Control

1984 Progressive Blasting System, 30” Wide x 26” High x 24” Deep Blast Cabinet, S/N 6678

CLEAN OFF FURNACE

Controlled Pyrolysis Cleaning Furnace, MDL. PV883400, Gas Fired, 300,000 Btu, 40” Wide x 44” High x 48” Deep, Honeywell Control

DRAW OVENS

(3) Lindberg Draw Ovens, MDL. 12/EG/3336-12, Max Temp 1,250 Degrees F, 44” x 39” Diameter, Weight Plates, Dual Cooling Tanks, S/N 24664, 23703, N/A

BOX OVENS

Lucifer Box Oven, MDL. 7022H, 2,300 Degree F Max Temp, Deep, 480v, 60Hz, 3-Phase, S/N 4667

Lindberg/Blue Box Oven, MDL. BFS1794C, 1100 Degree C Max Temp, S/N R03H-376105-RH

RECLAMATION SYSTEM

Hydro Flo Inc. Carbide/Diamond Reclamation System, MDL. HVE-840, S/N 90577

Conrec Sludge Dryer, MDL. 26056E, S/N 98479

PACKAGING

1997 IMB Pallet Wrapper, MDL. 20/20 Series, Uni-Tension Film Feeder, OIS15 Digital Control, 15 Rolls of Film, S/N 96-4544

(5) StraPack Semi Automatic Strapping Machines, MDL. D52, S/N 22883118, 14568407, 29441119, 22839118, 18416108


Ideal Stitch Company Wire Stitcher, MDL. IB-1240, Foot Control, S/N A-22196

Interlake Inc. Wire Stitcher, MDL. HF25P, Foot Control, S/N B31087

Interlake Inc. Wire Stitcher, MDL. H12P, Foot Control, S/N B26176

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

(3) Custom Saw Blade Testing Systems, DVT 630 Smart Image Sensor, Advanced Illumination Thin Lite, Pneumatic Pick and Place System Fowler Digital Micrometers

Jones & Lamson 14” Optical Comparator, MDL. EPIC-214, 8” x 32” Table, Upright & Side Stands, Quadra-Chek 2000 Control, S/N E-43057

Jones & Lamson 14” Optical Comparator, MDL. EPIC-214, 8” x 32” Table, Fixed Scale Rotating Scale, Upright & Side Stands, S/N 1044809532
INSPECTION EQUIPMENT, OVERHEAD CRANES/HOISTS, AIR COMPRESSORS/DRYERS/AIR HANDLERS

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT (CONT.)

- Jones & Lamson 14” Optical Comparator, MDL. BC-14
- Starrett Calipers
- Starrett Micrometers
- Precision Block Sets
- Starrett Precision Levels

OVERHEAD CRANES/HOISTS

- 1990’s 15,000 LB A-Frame Bridge Crane System, 7.5-Ton P&H Ready Lift, 2-Ton P&H Ready Lift, 10’ Span, 20” Run
- 1990’s 3-Ton P&H Over Head Bridge Crane, Double Girder 6,000 LB Capacity Bridge, 22’ Span, 100’ Run
- 3-Ton Yale Electric Hoist
- 3-Ton Coffing Electric Hoist
- Budgit 3-Ton Electric Hoist
- 2-Ton Budget Electric Hoist
- 1-Ton Lynx Electric Hoist W/Lifting Chains
- ½ Ton Demag Jib Hoist

AIR COMPRESSORS/DRYERS/AIR HANDLERS

- (2) 1998 200 HP Quincy Rotary Screw Air Compressor, MDL. QSI1000, S/N 90742H, 94176H
- (2) 200 HP Quincy Rotary Screw Air Compressor, MDL. Q1000, Auto Dual Control, S/N 35269, 38082
- (2) 100 HP Quincy Rotary Screw Air Compressor, MDL. Q490, S/N QSI490ACA332224, N/A
- Joy Rotary Screw Air Compressor, MDL. 265, S/N 130530
- Airetek Refrigerated Air Dryer, MDL. AR650, S/N 870256I
- Zurn Refrigerated Air Dryer, MDL. R-200A, 1,000 SCFM @ 100 PSIG, S/N R-17868
- Zeks Refrigerated Air Dryer, MDL. PRA1000A4, S/N 127427-M198
- 1996 Zeks NC Series Air Dryer, MDL. 1000NCDAAA400, S/N 108367-N
- Hankison Air Dryer, MDL. 801200, 5 HP, 1,200 SCFM @ 100 PSIG, S/N 0314A-3-8709-009
- Kellogg American Inc. Air Dryer, MDL. D16A, 1,000 SCFM @ 100 PSIG, 150 PSIG Max Pressure, S/N 870806
- (2) 1,000 Gallon Compressed Air Reservoir System, Drain Master Timed Drain Valve, ConservAir E-Series Control Unit
- 1,000 Gallon Compressed Air Reservoir, Drain Master Timed Drain Valve
- 1,000 Gallon Roben Compressed Air Reservoir, S/N 87516-1
- (3) 500 Gallon Compressed Air Reservoir, Drain Master Timed Drain Valve
- 1998 Penway Compressed Air Reservoir, S/N A11098
- Carrier Air Filtration Unit, MDL. 39TVWP-6-BJSA-1A, 16” x 20” x 2” Filter Size, S/N 3701F11466
- Carrier Weather Master Split System Series, MDL. 38AH-0340610AA, Skid Mounted, S/N 5200F35312
- Carrier Split System, MDL. 566DEX1800000AA, S/N 229F09942
- Carrier MDL. 38AE044610, Skid Mounted, S/N U699529
- (5) Lennox MDL. H517-1353-36, S/N 5695F03933, 5694G12298, 5695F03938, 5695F03941, 5694G12323
- Air Handler, MDL. BCS-222, 2587 Max RPM, Magnehelic Pressure Gage, Cuttler Hammer Switch, S/N 934107K-1
- Air Handler, MDL. 40R0044001, S/N E395S32
- Lennox Ceiling Hung Air Conditioning Units

TO SCHEDULE AN AUCTION OR APPRAISAL, CALL 818.508.7034
DUST COLLECTORS
1999 Torit Donaldson Down Flo Dust Collector, MDL. DFT4-32, 32-Filter System, 40 HP, S/N IG553225-001
1998 Torit Donaldson Down Flo Dust Collector, MDL. DFT3-12, 12-Filter System, S/N IG507129-001

ROLLING STOCK
1995 Toyota Fork Lift, MDL. FGCA5, 9,880 LB Capacity, LPG, Hard Tires, Side Shift, 183” Max Lift Height, S/N FGCA5-12208
1992 Toyota Fork Lift, MDL. SFB530C, 5,100 LB Capacity, Electric, Hard Tires, Side Shift, 185” Lift Height, S/N 10041
1990’s Clark Fork Lift, MDL. GPS20MB, 3,700 LB Capacity, LPG, Hard Tires, Side Shift, 173” Max Lift Height, S/N GP138MB02746925KOF
Prime Mover Stand Up Fork Lift, MDL. RC40B, 3,730 LB Capacity, Electric, Hard Tires, 189” Height Capacity, S/N RC40B362
Chevy Van Truck, MDL Cheyenne 3500, Lyn Coach Van Cover 12’L x 7’W x 91”T, 83,551 Miles, VIN# 1G8HC34KBE151669
Dayton 5,500 LB Pallet Jacks
Big Joe Hydraulic Lift Carts, MDL. 1056, 1,500 LB Capacity
Presto Die Lift Carts, 1,000 LB Capacity
Wesco Die Lift Carts, MDL. ESPL-60-2424-3W235

MISCELLANEOUS

BIDITUP AUCTIONS & APPRAISALS WORLDWIDE
WWW.BIDITUP.COM
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Sale Conducted by: BIDITUP. Subject to our customary terms of sale, (Available at the auction site on the day of the sale), and any and all amendments and modifications announced by the auctioneer at the time of the auction. The auctioneer and seller make no warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied, as to the defects in or the correctness or accuracy of the descriptions in any advertising of any item(s) being auctioned and will not be responsible for any advertising discrepancies or inaccuracies of any kind. All items sold will be on an “AS IS” “WHERE IS”, and “WITH ALL FAULTS” basis.“WITHOUT EXCEPTION” and “WITH REMOVAL AT BUYER’S RISK AND EXPENSE” AUCTIONEER AND SELLER MAKE NO WARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED AS TO THE NATURE, QUALITY, VALUE OR CONDITION OF THE ITEM(S) BEING AUCTIONED OR ITS (THEIR) SUITABILITY FOR ANY USE. AUCTIONEER AND SELLER EXPRESSLY AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. AUCTIONEER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES. It shall be the buyer’s obligation to verify information and descriptions of property prior to sale. BIDITUP and its advertising agency assume no liability for errors or omissions in this brochure. The auctioneer does not warrant the age, accuracy, genuineness, authenticity, description, weight, count or measure of any listings specified herein. Although it is not likely, auction sales are subject to cancellation or postponement, and sometimes items are withdrawn from the sale, kindly contact BIDITUP prior to travel as there will be no reimbursements. On the day of the sale, all successful bidders must immediately pay the full purchase price in cash, certified funds, cashiers check, wire transfer or company check with a letter from the buyer’s bank guaranteeing unqualified payment will not be accepted. The failure to make payment promptly shall be considered default and each lot or lots so purchased will be placed for resale. The buyer must pay the total invoice price for all the lots purchased before any removal can begin. All buyers must pay applicable sales tax (unless evidence of exemption is provided to auctioneer’s satisfaction). Buyers are responsible for the transportation, associated costs and risks involved in the removal of purchased item(s). Certain items may contain residual chemicals and/or hazardous materials. The purchaser(s) hereby indemnify and hold harmless the auctioneer and seller from any and all damages, claims or liability from any injuries to persons or property of any type whatsoever caused during the sale of, during the removal, or during use or operation of the purchased item(s). If you are unable to attend, please contact us regarding placing a proxy bid. PLEASE NOTE: ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO A BUYER’S PREMIUM.

LODGING

Holiday Inn Hotel
(Approx. 36 Miles From Site)
1058 N. Mulberry Street
Elizabethtown, KY
270.769.2344

Ramada Inn
(Approx. 36 Miles From Site)
108 Commerce Drive
Elizabethtown, KY
270.769.9839

Howard Johnson
(Approx. 36 Miles From Site)
209 Commerce Drive
Elizabethtown, KY
270.769.9616

INTERSTATE LITHO CORP.

Complete State-of-the-Art Printing Plant:
Web Presses, Sheet-Fed Presses, Bindery, and Prepress
Wednesday, May 18, 2005
Brentwood, NY USA

WEBCAST

Can’t attend the auction in person? You can participate and bid in real time via the Internet. Preview assets with detailed digital photos, lot catalogs, and in-depth descriptions. For more information, visit www.BIDITUP.com. Please note, all webcast participants must submit a 25% deposit and signed registration forms no later than 24 hours before a sale.